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2.4GHz
24 Feet
RJ45

Features
Color

Material

Included Hardware
0.25lbs

Warranty 18 Months
Cable Length 2.81" x 1.08" x 1.97"

Dimensions Up/Down/Stop (Momentary/Non-Momentary)
Unit Weight

5.50" x 0.80" x 2.20"



Dimensions

• Tilt the paddle down until the desk is in its lowest position then release
• Tilt the paddle down again until the screen displays reset then release
• Tilt the paddle down until the height is displayed again

Operational Procedure
• To raise the desk, hold the paddle up until the desired position is reached.
• To lower the desk, hold the paddle down until the desired position is reached.

Reset Procedure
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Sedentary Reminder

Height Limits

The sedentary alarm can be set by first holding the M button for 5 seconds, then tilting the paddle up 
or down until the alarm icon is shown and pressing the M button again. Once the sedentary alarm is 
selected a 30, 40, or 50-minute timer can be selected. When the reminder time is reached the remote 
will begin to vibrate. The vibration can be set to one of two different patterns or to off. To stop the 
alarm the actuator/ table lift must be extended past 100cm or the alarm must be turned off by 
returning to the time set menu and selecting the OFF option. If the alarm is turned off by extending 
past 100cm, the timer will restart when the paddle is released. 

The limits can be set by first holding the M button for 5 seconds, then tilting the paddle up or down 
until the up and down arrow icon is shown and pressing the M button again. Once the limit menu is 
selected the current position can be saved as the minimum or maximum limit. In normal operation, 
when a limit is reached, the extension or retraction will stop and the display will indicate either the 
minimum or maximum limit has been reached. To clear the limits the off option must be chosen from 
the limit menu. Both the minimum and maximum limits are removed at the same time.

Automatic Lock
The automatic locking can be set by first holding the M button for 5 seconds, then tilting the paddle 
up or down until the lock icon is shown and pressing the M button again. Once in the lock menu the 
enable and disable lock options can be chosen. When the automatic lock is enabled, after 10 
seconds of no input the remote will lock and prevent any further input until it is unlocked. To unlock 
the remote, first tilt the paddle up, then down, then press the M button.

Setting the Memory Positions

A total of two memory positions can be set, a sitting height and a standing height. To set the sitting 
position adjust the desk height to any position below 90cm and press the M button twice within 3 
seconds. An indicator will show a heart with a 2 next to it when the sitting position is set. To set the 
standing position adjust the desk height to any position above 90cm and press the side button twice 
within 3 seconds. An indicator will show a heart with a 1 next to it when the sitting position is set.

Moving to the Memory Positions

To move to the memory positions, push the paddle up twice to move to the next higher memory 
position, and down twice to move to the next lower memory position.

Using Memory Positions
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